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OABSTRAcr: This paper descnlles the propagation of"Jeaky" guided ultrasonic waves in layered planar structure!!, typical of adhesively 

=:e=::~w~:::i=~.=<=din water. An outline ofllle physics orthe"" waves is given, and tbe way in whi~h they can 

----------------------------------
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasound is an important tool for characterising engineering 
materials, both for detecting discrete defects (cracks, voids, 
disbonds, inclusions, etc.) and for assessing material 
properties (e.g. elastic modulus, microstructure). It is widely 
used in industry, most commonly in the so-called pulse-echo 
configuration in which a single piezoelectric transducer, 
coupJedto \he surface oflhe material of interest, is used to 
excite a longitudinally-polarised pulse of Ultrasound, and to 
detect signals subsequently back-scattered from structures 
within the material. 

There are, however, a significant numbe:r of applications 
in which the material to be evaluated forms a structure in 
which at least one dimension is much smaUcr than another 
and which can, under appropriate circumstances, behave as a 
waveguide. Planar structures in which the thickness is much 
smaller than the lateral dimensions constitute an important 
class of such structures. Ultrasonic inspection of multi
layered planar structures is frequently required in, for 
example, the aerospace industry: examples are fuselage, wing 
and control surface skins, multi-layered carbon fibre 
composite laminates, adhesively bonded lap joints. In cases 
such as these it is often advantageous to make use of the 
guided modes that propagate in the structure, both from the 
point of view of the ability to excite specific dynamic stress 
distributions in the structure and/or to allow more rapid 
inspection of relatively la.ge !mlas. Some examples of the use 
of ultrasonic Lamb waves, for which the particle motion in the 
wave is in a plane normal to the plate surface, havc been 
described by Bowles and Scala [I]. A comprehensive review 
of guided __ in plates, and their use for materials 
evaluation, has been recently published by Chimenti [2]. 

This paper is concerned with leaky guided waves in planar 
structures. Whereas "trueH guided waves are free vibrational 
modes of an elastic structure in vacuwn, leaky waves are 
analogous modes that can be generated when the plate is 
immersed in a fluid, which may typically be air or water. 
These waves are excited by an incident wave from the fluid, 
and they decay by re-radiating (or "leaking') energy into the 
fluid on both sides of the plate. Mathematically, the difference 
isthat the true guided waves are the solution of the vibrational 
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eigenvalue problem for the plate, while the leaky waves 
correspond to the solution of the related scattering problem. If 
the fluid loading is light (i.e. the acoustic impedance of the 
fluid is much less than that of the plate) the leaky guided 
modes are very similar in structure and frequency to the true 
guided modes. This is normany the case for metals immersed 
in air or water, but it is no! necessarily so for polymer-balled 
materials in water. 

The work descrihed in-this paper hall been carried out over 
a nwnller of years, as part of a collaboration between CSIRO 
and the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group. Most of it has 
not been published in the open literature. The physics of 
leaky guided waves is not new, though some aspects have not 
been previously reported It is believed that the methods 
uti1i:red here for presentation of the results provide useful 
insights into the way in which these waves propagate, and 
interact with an external wave field, and suggest novel 
methods for the development of defect detection strategies 

In the subsequent sections of this paper a brief 
introduction will be given to the leaky guided waves in an 
aluminium plate immersed in water, since water is often used 
as· a coupling mediwn for ultrasound, particularly in 
laboratory studies. This will then be extended to consideration 
of an alurninium/epoxy/alwniniwn bonded structure, with a 
description of the way in which these waves are used to detect 
defective conditions in the bond-line. 

The results described in this paper are derived from 
numerical calculations, but it is important to point out that an 
of them have been verified by experimental measurement. 
Some examples of experimental results are included. The 
overall aim of the program is to develop practical 
measurement techniques and procedures for characterisation 
of materials and strUctures, and for defect detection, and the 
parallel theoretical and experimental approach adopted is 
consideredtobeessentia1. 

2. LEAKY GliDED WAVES IN AN 
IMMERSED ALUMINIUM PLATE 

Consider a flat sheet of aluminium inunersed in water, as 
shown in Figure 1. An ultrasonic wave of frequency f is 
incident on the plate at angle 8, in the (x, z) plane of a 
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Cartesian coordinate systCtn. It is as,umed that tbe malerial 
properties are homogeneous and isotropic, so the elastic 
propertics of the plate are isotropic in the (x, y) plane: the x
direction is dctennined by the incidern plane. 

~ .L,~. 

Figure I. Schernatic diagram of the cxpcrirnentalarnmgcmcut 
for genernting and detccting I ... kyguidod wave" in a planar 
material. An incident ultrasonic wave is emitted by the 
transducer T" and waves reflected from and tran\imilted 
through lhe plate are detected by trausducer. 1~ and Tn 
respectively. The distance x, i, known a. the transducer 
.'eparatioo: if:.<, -o, di=treflection andlrllrulmission are 
_=d 

The scattered wave field may ire calculated by (h~ 

following general procedure. 

• Initially consider that the mcident """live is an infi~ile plane 
wave in the fluid, incidem al angle 6, with frequency f 

• Solve the wave equation in each of the bulk materials, for 
plane waves of frequency f Tbis gives longitudinal waves 
in the fluid half-spaces above and below the plate, and 
waves of both longitudinal and transvcrse polarization 
within the plate. 

• Sati<;fy the boundary conditions at the fluid-solid interfaces 
a,fullows 

• Thc requirement of continuity at all times and positiollSon 
the interfaces leads 10 Snell's law, i.e . all waves thai are 
present at an interface must have the S3fl1C value for the 
wavevector component in the plane of Ihc interface (all 
waves must have the same value of kJ. This implies that the 
wave fields can be generally e~pressed as a sum of partial 
waves , ellCh of whose propagation angle is detennmed from 
the incident angle 6 by Snell's law. 

• En,ure continuity of normal displacement and stress acnlS'; 
each interfac~, which leads to eqWllions that dctcnnine the 
amplitudcs and relative phases or each of the partial waves 
in each material layer, and which in turn define the \>'"lIve 
field in the plate and the reflecled and transmitted ",,'aves 
Solution of the boundary condition equations results in 
expressions tor the reflection coefficient R and transmission 
coefficient T of the form (sec, for example, [3-6]): 
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x X -.' 
R_~ 

(X,+i.)(X,-i.) 

T-~ 
(X. +i.)(X, - iT) 

(I) 

where X. and X. are functions whose zeros are the 
eigenvalues that defme tbe syrrunetric aDd aotisymmetrie 
(""itb resp«t to Ihe mid-plane of the plate) vibrational 
modes of Ihe free plate, known as Lamb modes . Thus, the 
equations X • • 0, x. - 0 d~fine the Lamb wave dispersion 
cur~es of the free plate .• contains the eITect of the fluid 
loading; it shifts the poles of the reflection (or transmission) 
coemcient off the real axis, thereby cnsoring that the modes 
arc leaky. A number of authors, including those to whom 
reference was made above, have studied the leaky guided 
waves in terms of the poles and zeros of the refl ection 
ooeffi(...ient. Equations (1) show how the reflo:ction and 
tram;mission coefficients are related to the dispersion 
eurvesofthe free plate • 

• The finite extent of the incident he3fl1 can be taken into 
accollut by expressing it as an angular spectrum of plane 
waves (e.g [7]) and the reflected and transmitted beams 
detennined by summing over the elf",,!s of all the plane 
wa~es in the angular spectrum, If it is assumed that the 
trnnsducerbchavesasa simplc cireularpiston, the angular 
spectrum is simply thc Fourier transform of the circular 
aperture function. The angular spectrum melhod for 
representing Ihe diffraction effects resulting from a finite 
aperture is particularly convenient hen: because it makes 
use of the plane \vave ,olutions oftheprublem obtained as 
all"ve 

Incident angle in wal.<:r(degrees) 

Figure 2. Calculated amplitude H(6,fjofthc wave directly 
reflcclCdfromlhesurfaccofa 1,60mmthickaluminLumplale 
inunersed in wlIlcr, .... a functi on of the incident angle EI 3nd 
fIl'qucncyj Blackrerres.:nts T.cro reflected signal,and white 
corre.<pood. (0 total rccflection. The transducers were 12n>m 
diamet~circul>11"apertures 
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The image in Flgure 2 shows the amplitude of the 
reflection ooeffi~ient R(a, fJ for a 1.60rnm thick aluminium 
plate immersed in water. These are calculated results, 
assuming 12mm diameter circular transducers that behave as 
ideal pistons, and taking the transducer separation to be zero 
(i.e. direct reflection geometry). 

Experimental data, in the form ofsels of measurements of 
R(8) at various values off, have been made and can be very 
well reproduced by these calcUlations. Data can be fitted by 
least-squares methods 10 determine the elastic and 
viscoelastic constants of the material, and their frequency 
dependence. An example of this will be given in the next 
section. 

The results of Figure 2 illustrate some of the interesting 
physics of wave propagation in plates. The dark bands, where 
the refl.ectcd amplitude is sma.1l, are regions in which guided 
waves exist: most of the incident energy propagates down the 
plate and is re-radiated at larger values of x. These bands 
represent the dispersion curves of the guided waves, since the 
wavenumber of the guided waves is proportional to sin e. If a 
similar calculation is done for x?, 0, or of the transmission 
coefficient, the result is almost the inverse of Figure 2, since 
the guided waves now mdiate energy rather than absorbing it. 
It can be seen from equations (1) that if the fluid loading is 
light (1: small) the dark bands almost coincide with the 
dispersion curves of the free plate: the modes are then known 
as leaky Lamb modes. 

Tmages of the form of Figure 2 contain more information 
than just the locatioo of the dispersion ClU"Yes, however. The 
shades of grey indicate how well a mode is coupled to the 
incident wave in the water at that point in C8,}) space, or how 
well it can be excited and detected. This is important if the 
modes are to be used for detecting defects in the plate. Some 
points of interest are listed below (see also, e.g., Auld [8], 
Pollard [9], Viktorov [10], or other texts on elastic waves in 
solids). 

• The critical incident angle for longitudinal waves in 
aluminium, which is the incident angle for which the 
longitudinal wave is refracted parallel to the surface, is 
-13.4". For transverse waves it is -28'. For a < 13.4' the 
structure of the dispersion curves is quite complicated due 
to the coexistence within the plate of both longitudinal and 
transversc partial waves. For 13.4·< 8 < 28' the dispersion 
curves have a simpler stmcture due to the presence of only 
the transverse waves - the longitudinal partial waves are 

• There are light vertical hands in the regions corresponding 
to the longitudinal and transverse critical angles III all 
except low frequencies. This is a result of the total 
reflection of plane _es that occurs at these ~ritical angles. 
The effect is less clear at low frequencies because of 
diffraction effects. The fixed aperture transducers generate 
more divergent beams at low frequencies, so, when the 

· transducer is directed at the critical angle, ·only Ii rtlatively 
sllUlll proportion of the beam energy is incident at this 

",,"'. 
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• All of the modes except two converge to the transverse 
critical angle (9 - 28') at sufficiently high frequencies. 
Thus the high frequency limit of the phase velocity ofal! of 
these leaky Lamb modes is the bulk transverse wave 
velocity. 

• The two modes at low frequency that do not converge at the 
transverse critical angle at high frequencies are tbe zeroth
order symmetric and antisyrrunetric Lamb modes, often 
referred to as S. and A", respectively. The phase velocity of 
the antisymmetric mode A, tends to zero at zero frequency, 
IiO the angle at which it is excited becomes large at low 
frequencies. This mode is the simple bending mode of the 
plate. The synunetri~ mode S", on the other hand, tends to a 
finite phase velocity, close to the bulk longitudinal wave 
velocity, at low frequencies: it resembles a longitudinal 
wave propagating down the plate. 

• The two zeroth-order Lamb modes coalesce at about 
2.5MHz to fonn Rayleigh waves, which are confined to the 
surfaces of the plate. The Rayleigh waves, which are 
dispersionless, are excited at 8 - 30' and penetrate into the 
plate to a depth of the order of the wavelength. The zerolh
order Lamb modes may be thought of as the symmetric and 
antisymmetric couplings ofa Rayleigh wave propagating on 
each surface of the plate. AI high frequency they are 
effectively independent of each other, but as the frequency 
is decreased they penetrate further into the plate and their 
coupling increases, producing a splitting atf- 2.5MHz. 

• At high :frequencies, only the Rayleigh wave on the incident 
surface is excited. For infinite plane wave excitation, this 
WIlV!l will absorb no nett energy from the incident beam: all 
of the cnergy that goes into the Rayleigh wave will be re
mdiated and will appear as reflected energy, albeit with ll. 

phase shift to account for the re-radiation delay. For the 
fmite beam case shown in Figure 2, the fIJOOd aperture 
transducer approaches a plane wave source at high 
frequencies, so the amount of energy removed from Ihe 
beam by the Rayleigh wave decreases as the frequency is 
increased. 

To show how infonnation sueh as that in Figure 2 can be 
used, attention is now turned to the case of a multi-layered 
plate-an adhesive bond. 

3. LEAKY GUIDED WAVES IN AN 
AbHESIVELY~BONDED ALUMINIUM 
PLATE 

Consider now a structure that cOll5ists of two aluminimn 
sheets bonded together by ll. thin epoxy adhesive layer. The 
waves propagating in such a tlu:ee-layered structure can 00 
calculated using the same general procedure outlined in the 
previous section, but in this case there are four partial waves 
in each solid layer. The wavenwnbers and propagation 
directions of these partial waves are determined by the elastic 
constants of the layer material and Snell's law-the x
components of the wavenumbers of all partial waves in all 
layers are equal. The (complex) amp1itudes of the partial 
waves are determined by the boundary conditions, bearing in 
mind that in this case there are additional boundary conditions 
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!hat must be satisfied at the two solid-solid interfaces within 
!he plate. For a well-bonded interface there are four such 
conditions: continuity of normal and tangential panicle 
displacement (or vdocity) and of nonual and shear stress 
across the interface 

Figure 3 .hows the amplitude of the refl ection coefficient 
R(ElJ) for a water-immersed bondOO plate typical of structures 
encountered in airframes. These results are directly 
comparable with those for the aluminium sheet shown in 
figure 2. Figure 4 shows the results of c);perimental 
measurements of tile reflected amplitude from a bonded plate 
similar to that for which the CalCUlatiOIlll of Figure 3 were 
performed. These results give confidence that the 
computatienal model is a reasonable one. 

~:~ ;::., ~F-:;',=-::S;:;;;,_:::;:==;;;;;:;;;;~ 

10203040 
Incident angle in water (degrees) 

Figure 3. Calculated amplitude R(EI/! Qf the wave directly 
reflectedfromthcsurfaceQfanadhesivcly-oondcdaluminium 
plate immersed in watcr. as a functiQn Qflhe inciili:ntangle a 
andfrequcnCYflllackreprcscnt.~rcflc"\cd.ignal,and 
white corrcspondo 10 total reflection. The plate consists of two 

.beets of 1.6Omm thick alwninium, well-bonded by a 025mm 
thick layer of epoxy adhe&ive. The transducers were I2mm 
diameter circular apertures. 

It is apparent that, over much of the (EI/) space shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, the general pattern ofttle dispersion curves 
is ycry similar for the single aluminiwll sheet and the bonded 
plate. The reason for this is that in mueh of the region the 
bonded plme \x:haves like Iwo identical resonators (lire Al 
~heets) coupled by a rulalively soft spring (the adhe,ive layer) 
There are, however, regions when: the slructure of the 
dispersion curves for the two cases diff<-'!" significantly. These 
regions arc ofgreal interest, because it is expected that here 
the modes will be most sensitive to the propenies of the 
bonding layer. 

In panicular, attention is drawn to the follewing regions 01 
difTertmce 
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Figure 4. M=ured amplitude OfW3WS directly reflected from 
thesurfaceofon~ivc1y-bondedaluminiUlnplaleimmersed 

in water, as a function of the incident angle fl, at the 
frequencies indicated. The cro.ses are the re,ults of 
measurements madc w;ing long (-100 flS) Ionc-burst pulses 10 
apl'"",irn.at~continuO\lswaves. The solid lines are the results 
ofa least squarcs l"it, to all tlrrce sets of data simultaneously, 
using themoc.lcl dc"'rlbcd in the t~xt. The plate consi.tedof 
two sheets of L60mm thick 2024 aluminium, well·bonded by 
a 0.24mm thick layer of epoxy adhesive (FM-73, American 
Cyanamid). TWo 12mm diameter, 5\fHz eentre frequency 
transduccrswere used 

• The existence o f a mode in the bonded plate at -{l.5MHz, 

over a wide "mge of fl, for which no equivalent exists for 

the single aluminium sheet. At DOTmal incidence this is a 

(symmetric) th ickness resonance of the bonded plate, with 

most of the strain in the adhesive layer becanse of its 

relative softness. It is a symmetric mode that is derived 

from the zero-order antisymmetrie Lamb mode of the single 

sheet: the motion in each of the AI sheets is antisynunetric 

while that in the adhesive layer is symmetric. Because the 

motion in the adhesive layer is symmcttie, the stress in this 

layer is mainly nonnw to the plate surface. The shear stress 

introduced at highl:f incident angles is ",on fined mainly to 

the AI sheets 

• Sharp, narrow modes occur in the single aluminium sheet at 

and nearnonnal incidence (EI - 0) at 2,6, 10, ... l\1Hz, which 

are not present in the bon<.led plate. These are th ickness

~hear resonances in the aluminium, and Ihey arc strongly 

damped by the presence of a bonded adhesive layer on the 

aiwniniulll surface. These modes and their excitaTion have 

beell described in more detail previously [ I I], and they will 

be encountered again below. They arc generated by mode 

conversion ef cemponents of the incident beam that are not 

eJalctly normal to the surface, and they arc "pumped" by the 

adjacent Symmdric longitudinal resonance in each case. 
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• A broad, weak minimum that Oct:urs for the borKled plate al 
small incident angles nearj- 4.SMHz. This is the th ickness 
resonance of the adhesive layer . 

• A number of transverse modes of the honded plate, 
particularly in the region around 0-20', j-JMHz,are 
associaledwith the adhesive layer. 

4. DETECTION OF DEFECTS IN A BONDED 
PLATE 

The use of leaky guided waves fordetectinj!: defects in planar 
bonded structures requires a means of determin ing which 
modes are sensitive to particular def(lCts. This can be done 
qualitative ly by consideration of the stress and strain 
distributions generated by a panicular mode,and the way in 
which the idea l and defective materials would respond to 
these distributions[I2,13J. The computational model 
describcd above can be used to calculate stress and strain 
distributions ass.ociated with particular modes for use in such 
analyses. To take a simple example. a closed dishond, 
ooplanarwith the plate surface, wouldbc ootbc detectable in 
a compressive normal stress, though it might be if \he stress 
was tensile and sufficiently large. However, a shear stress 
applied aCTOSS such a defect would be expe.::ted to produce a 
significantly different responsc from that in theabscnce of the 
disbond 

Images of 20 data sets such as those shown in Figures 2 
and 3 suggest a simple empirical method for the 
identification of modes that are sensitive to planar defects. 
The defecl is assumed to be infinite in lateral extent. It is 
included in the numerical model and an image of the 
refl ection or transmission coefficient of the dcfective 
structure obta ined. The difference between this image and a 
comparable one for the ideal structure can then be found by 
subtraction oflhe images, and rcgions of the (O,/J parameter 
space where there arc significant differences can be 
imrnediately identified. Even ifthercal de fect is not large, the 
modes that are perturbed by the infi nite model of the defect 
will be scattered by one of finite extent. Two examples of this 
procedure and ilS TesUltS wil1 be very briefly described. 

4.1 Detectionof adosed dlsbond 

The first example is that ofa e10sed disbond, a situation tbat 
occw"s when there is delamination of the adhesive fromlhe 
mctal,pcrhapsasan:sult ofpoorsurfaccprcparation,surface 
contamination or in-service water ingress and interfacial 
corrosion. The bond is held lightly closed, perhaps by 
stTUctural stresses, but it has no shear strength. This is a dcfeel 
that cannot normally be detected by traditional through
transmission or pulse-eeho ultrasonic inspe.::tionteehniques. 
It is incorporated into the computational model byrela:\ing 
tbe condition that the tangential displacement and shear S\TeSS 
be cootinuous across the metalladhesive interface. 

The results an: shown in Figure 5, wh ich corresponds 10 
the case ofa disbond al the upper (n:ferred 10 the orientation 
shown in Figure 1) aluminium/adhesive interface. Similar 
results are found for a disbond at the lower interface. The 
difference image sbows that the most significant differences 
are near normal incidence al j - 2, 6, lOMHz (in fact, the 
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Fisure S. Calculated amplitude R(O.j) of the wave directty 
rdlecledfromthe$Url"a~(lfanilOJllCl"Sed,adh .. ively-booded 
aluminium plate with a closed disbond al the upper 
aluminiwnladhesive inTerface, as a funcli()JlofincidenlansleO 
andfrequencyf Thcupper imagc il oomparabte to Figure 3 
wbilethe lower(locis lhediffcrencebetweentbe imagcsfortbe 
disboodedpla\c(upper)andthe ~n-bondedplate(Fillurel) 

resolutionoftbe images of Figure 5 is nOlsufficient to show 
lhe strong but very narrow modcs that occur at and close to 

normal incidence at 6 and IOMHz). Further investigation 

shows that, in the presence of the disbond, the symmetric 

thickness-shear resonances of the single aluminium plate, 

referred to above, have reappeared in the disbonded sheet 
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frequeocy(MHz) frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6_ Reflected spectra for two dift"rent plate,. as 
deocribed in the text, for normal incidence (0 w 0). Spectra 
measured 1J.;ng a 12mTll diameter, 5MHz centre frequency 
transducer are rnl 1M left,with calculatedspecl,a ""the righl 
The sloping baselines of the measured spee\rn.re due 10 tM 
frequ~"'cy=poosc ofthetransdllc"or,whichi,not inclu<ledio 
the calculation" 

This is also true if (he lower sheet is disbonded 
These results have been verified experimcntal[y, a typical 

clmmplc being shown in Figure 6. In this ease the closed 
disbond Wl\8 simulated by fabricating a bonded p[ate with a 
re[ease agcnt in one of the aluminium/epoxy interfaces, so 

that it was readily delaminated after curing. In order to 
exclude air from the disb<Jnd, the two parts of this plate were 
clamped together under water, trapping a thin water film in 
thedelaminmedintcrfacc. "Ibc sharp feature atapproxima(C[y 
5.~M1lz in Figure 6 is a result of the aluminium thielrness
shear resonance referred to above. A[though it is difficult to 
see in this f igure, the mcasured data in this region show that 
this mode is broadened by the small rolling-induced 
anisotropy of the aluminium sheet. A practical teclmiquc 
based on the dctection of these modes has heen developed 
[II ] 

4.2 Udcction of reduced elastic modulus of the adhesive 

The sccond example is of detection of a degraded material 
property ralh"" than of a discrete lkfe~t Reduced elastic 
moduli of the adhesive may r"sull frum , for example, 
inadequate curing of the adhe~ive , incorrect adhes ive 
rum)I{J~ition, microcracking within the adhesive, etc. 'I bis 
rundition in inCOlJlOrated into the mlJdel by simply reducing 
me values of the elastic constants ufthe adhesive layer, and 
me results are giveo in the form of the difference image in 
Fib'UIe 7 

It can be seen that most of the modes near normal 
incidence show sensitivity to this condition, since they are 
essentially thielrness resonances ofthc plate. However, this is 
not very useful i~ practice since there is considerable 
ambiguity with bond thiclrncss: the observed sensitivity is 
almost completely removed if the adhesive layer thickncss is 
reduced in the same proportion as lhe elastic eonstants _ Since, 
in practice, the elmet thickness of the bond is generally nOl 
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10 20 30 40 
Tncident angle in water (degrees) 

Figure 7. Ca\culaled amplitude H(ll,j) orth~ ",,,ave dhtttly 
reflected from the . urface of an immersed, adhesively-bonded 
alum;ni urn plale wilh we elastic Il,wu li of the adhesive 
",duc~d by 10''10 fwm the values u..~d tn calculate the data in 
FigureJ. as a function ofthe incidem angle fl andfn:quencYf 
Thr: image shown i~ of the dirrcr~"l1Cc between lhe data for tho 
reduced mooulus plate and that for tM well-bonded plate 
(Figure 3) 

Irnown, the thickness resonances cannot be uscd to measure 
theadhesivepropertics . 

There is less ambigu ity and substantial scnsitivity, 
however, in the O.5MHz symmetric mode derived from the A, 
mOlks uftbe aluminiwn sheets, described in Section 3. The 
fn:quency of thi s mode depends on the adhesive layer 
thickness, but not in the same nltio, so this mode, po>sihly in 
combination with me<lSun:m~nt~ of thickness resonance" may 
be used to measure adhcsiv~ modnlus 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
A brief introduction has be~n given to some features of the 
propagatiou of leaky guided \\laves in multi-lRyered planar 
structures immersed in a fluid and the utility of these \\laVes 
for characterisation of structures such as adhesively bonded 
joints has been illustrated. While the emphasis iu this paper 
has been on computational results, a parallel experimental 
program has been carried out and tht: re~ults presented here 
bave all been verified by measurement. The approach has 
boon to use the generality and fTexihility of water inllllersion 
techniques to determine how a particular defect, or class of 
o.kfects, may be detected and to use thi s infonnation to design 
a specific practical inspectioo tec hnique 

The ca1culations oullined here are part analytica[ and part 
numerical. SOIUlions or the w"ve equations for the ",,,rious 
materia ls, and Snell', law of !;palia! continuity, are used to 
detennine the nature ~nd ",i~ntation of the partial "'"itvt:s that 
are lL~ed as basis function, for numerical Solulion uf the 



boundary condition equations. This approach has the 
advantage over a fully numerical method, such a~ II finite 
element calculation, of providing greater insight into the 
physics of the wave propagation. The advantage over a fully 
analytical solution, which is possible for the single layer plate 
(see equations (I)) is that it can be readily extended to the case 
of multi-layered plates. 

This method can also be extended to describe wave 
propagation in multi-layered anisotropic materials, such as 
carbon fibre oomposile laminates [2]. Work on these materials 
has been done within this laboratory, to find methods to detect 
inclusions of foreign materials embedded in composite 
laminates [14,15]. Material anisotropy adds considerable 
complexity to both the model and the results, but the general 
principles are the ~ame as those presented here for isotropic 
materials. 

Current theoretical and experimental work in this program 
is aimed al extending the approach outlined here to describe 
the non-linear propagation of large amplitude leaky guided 
waves, in the limit of weak non-linearity. It is known that 
some classes of material conditions, ~uch as fatigue 
microcracking, and some microstructural properties such as 
hardness, have II much greater effect on the non-linear 
ccsp<lnl>e of materials than on linear wave propagation. There 
are also indications, not yet unambiguously conflDlled, that 
some mechanisms that lead to weak adhesion of bonded joints 
and suT"fuce coatings may lead to enhanced material non
linearity. The progrnm of non-linear guided wave propagation 
in layered structures is aimed at investigating the.se problems. 
The non-destructive detection of weak adhesion is currently 
noIp08sible. 
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